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Why are you here?



Why are you here?



Do things right

Do the right thing



Improving this one decision has increased value-
delivered to the business by six plus millions of Euros.

Director Strategic IT, national power 
company



10x faster
global manufacturing company



It used to be the loudest voice, the squeaky wheel. 
Now the PMO is working FOR the business, WITH the 
business

PMO lead - retail distribution 
company



We're having conversations we should have had years ago

CEO - large insurance 
company



What does a superhero look like?



Do the right thing, 
do it right



Do the right things
Project prioritization: the PMOs superpower



Is project prioritization...

A budgeting process?

A STRATEGIC planning process?



How do YOU do 
project prioritization...

A beauty parade?

"Magic" spreadsheet?

"He who shouts loudest"?



Prioritization really 
matters

PMI - likelihood of 
achieving business 

outcome
PMI - Economist Intel Unit McKinsey

Getting prioritization right has a direct impact 
on the performance of your organization



Run the numbers
What waste is costing you

20% of a $10m portfolio is $2m

Assume typical project RoI is 3x

So you're missing out on 3x$2m value

You are missing out on $6m of value
(that's one expensive spreadsheet!)



Cutting through the noise
"Put down that spreadsheet and step away..."



There is a right way
So why do anything else?

It is NOT using a "magic spreadsheet"

It is NOT a beauty parade

It IS called AHP (analytic hierarchy process)



Superman uses AHP
...probably



Do things right
Project prioritization: 
the HIDDEN superpower



WHY…
do projects fail?



Anyone here have too many projects?



Do things right
Causes of project failure

Not enough resources

Too many projects

Weak project prioritization



Building spaceships
Case study: too many projects

Meet Jane... the best quantum chamber alignment engineer on 
the planet Krypton!

All spaceships have a quantum chamber 
and they all need aligning



Building spaceships
Case study: too many projects

Meet Jane... the best quantum chamber alignment engineer on 
the planet Krypton!

Jane's the best quantum aligner in the 
business, but she's got no slack in her 
schedule

Some jobs are easy, some are a little 
harder



Building spaceships
Case study: too many projects

Meet Jane... the best quantum chamber alignment engineer on 
the planet Krypton!

One day, a Star Cruiser comes in and it's a 
hard one! 2x longer than normal

In an effort to catch up, the Jane rushes 
the next job, a ship for Galactic 
Cruiselines... which then fails QA and 
gets pushed back to Jane for realignment



Building spaceships
Case study: too many projects

Meet Jane... the best quantum chamber alignment engineer on 
the planet Krypton!

This ship is now 3 weeks late and so the 
VP of Galactic Cruise Line Sales screams a 
lot at Jane to do his job first

Which means the job Jane SHOULD 
have been working on is delayed and 
misses it's slot in the paint-shop... the 
next slot is in a month.



Building spaceships
Case study: too many projects

Meet Jane... the best quantum chamber alignment engineer on 
the planet Krypton!

This is the third time you have 
been late with our Battlestars... 
your contract is terminated

Admiral Colon Power, 3rd Galactic 
Fleet

20 billion Solaran Credits lost... all 
because there are too many projects.



Building spaceships
Case study: too many projects

Meet Jane... the best quantum chamber alignment engineer on 
the planet Krypton!

This is NOT bad project management

This is NOT sloppy delivery execution

This IS predictable

This IS avoidable (good portfolio 
management - prioritization and resource 
planning in this case)



After Mike Hannan



After Mike Hannan



After Mike Hannan



Good quality 
prioritization is how 
you fix this...



Do things right
Causes of project failure

Weak exec sponsorship

Lack of commitment

Wrong projects (prioritization)



Do things right
Causes of project failure

Poor scope management

Lack of clarity around business goals 
and priorities

Project prioritization didn't make 
these things clear!



Project prioritization 
matters during

project execution



Putting it all 
together





AHP





What does a superhero look like?



Project prioritization 
lets these superheros 
work together



AHP is YOUR 
superpower



Learn more about your superpower
www.transparentchoice.com / Booth 60
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